
Fuel Management - Get More Out of Every Drop

Keep a lid on your fuel budget. GreenRoad helps you get the most value for every gallon of fuel 
consumed and to reduce wastage. Our solutions help motivate safe, fuel-efficient driving practices, 
highlight fuel-burning vehicles and idling hot spots, and draw your attention to potential fuel theft. In 
addition, they help you comply with required reporting in the areas of fuel consumption.

GreenRoad’s experience confirms that you can reduce your fuel bills by up to 25% by tuning up driver 
behaviour and modifying activities that drag down fuel economy.

GreenRoad Driver Behaviour and Fleet Performance is the most effective solution available for changing 
your drivers’ fuel-burning driving habits. The system’s in-cab coaching, documentation and incentive 
programs reduce the incidence of gas-guzzling sharp braking, rapid acceleration and high-speed driving, 
resulting in a significant increase of average MPG. 
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GreenRoad gives fleet managers numerous tools for managing 
fuel costs across the organization. Set regional targets and 
budgets for fuel consumption, idling rates, and fuel efficiency,
give drivers actionable steps to achieve them. Then track progress 
on a macro level down to individual drivers and vehicles. 

GreenRoad’s dashboards and reports provide managers and 
drivers with in-depth information for monitoring and optimising 
fuel consumption. 

Drivers can analyse their past performance, and managers can 
keep an eye on trends by region, driver and vehicle as they 
develop. Exception reports draw attention to increased fuel
usage and enable identification of root causes. 

Dashboard measurements include:
Fuel efficiency and trends
Fuel consumption
Idling rates and trends



By integrating fuel card purchase data with GreenRoad’s trip records, you can quickly identify fuel purchase 
irregularities and pilferage. Flag purchases that exceed fuel tank capacity, do not match tank fuel levels or 
take place at a distance from where the vehicle is located.

Need to submit an International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA) form? GreenRoad makes it easy to comply. 
Summary and detail reporting provides the necessary information about distance driven by each vehicle, 
including lists of drivers, vehicles and distances by state.

Fuel-efficient driving is both safe and environmentally responsible. Keeping a lid on fuel consumption yields 
significant social, financial and environmental dividends, including lower carbon emissions, reduced noise 
pollution and more. This is in addition to the general benefits that society derives from your fleet’s improved 
driving records – led by the incalculable value of lives saved. 

Idling the engine is a tempting convenience for your drivers, but a fuel-guzzling security hazard for the 
company. GreenRoad makes it easy for you to identify the wasteful idling habits of your drivers - and to 
educate and incentivise for improved behavior. 

Monitoring makes you and your drivers aware of the times, occasions, and locations most prone to idling. 
Then you – and they - can take action to resolve the underlying causes. 

Reduce Idle Threats

Stop Fuel Theft

More GreenRoad Tools for Better Fuel Management

Save More than Fuel

Request a Demo

Contact us: info@greenroad.com 

Visit our website: www.greenroad.com
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For further information please contact your account manager or ask our solution experts for a demonstration. 


